The dynamic form factor S (Q,co) 
I. INTRQDUCTIQN The study of excitations in liquid He by inelastic neutron scattering has a long and rich history. ' Observed in these experiments is the coherent dynamic form factor, S,(Q, co), where irtQ and fico are the momentum and energy transferred from the neutron to the fiuid, respec- 
The last equality follows from (5) The ei+Q(ei+co) is the single-particle energy of particle having momentum p, +Q at energy e, +a~. The ei --e, (ei) is the on she/l singl-e-particle energy. In general the e, are the full or renormalized single-particle energies due to interactions in the fiuid. The Xo(Q, co ) is clearly a sum of two terms which we may write as With the aid of (13), X(Q, t) in (11) may be written as X(12, Q ) = (2' ) Xo(1,Q )5i 2 (n 1 -in Qi+) n i ( 1 n i~Q )-
( 17) +Xo(1,Q) f d3I(1+Q, 3;1,3+Q)X(32, Q) . 
The interaction between pairs via the repulsive core of U (r) can be described by a T matrix. The T matrix describes the interaction via the whole of U (r) but is particularly accurate for the steeply repulsive region. Thus we assume The equation for X(12,Q) is depicted in Fig. 1 teraction may also be written in the form of a particleparticle interaction, depicted in Fig. 1 
In this limit I =l(g, co) is independent of the legs 1 and 3. We may then do the integrations directly in (22) and (23) so that (23) reduces to the RPA expression (13).
Below we develop two models for the single-particle energies e entering Xo and for I(g, co).
To determine the dependence of the interaction (26) and (27) where we have suppressed the dependence on P and E.
To implement the approximation (28), we actually took k=k'=Q/2 in (27) so that we use the forward-scattering amplitude. Expanding I in its angular-momentum components, we have
We can also use the free-particle scattering amplitudes I o to calculate the total cross section o (Q) for two He atoms scattering in free space. These are given by the optical theorem and the imaginary part of I as cr, , (g) = --r' (Q), and a, is a similar sum over odd-I components.
For He, we need the spin-symmetric interaction (19) in g" o'
(Q)= --1' (Q) . (32) I, (g, co)=I'(k, E)=-,'(I',", +I ',~)= -, '(3a, +a, ), and the spin-antisymmetric interaction (20) 
In the optical theorem and for the interactions we have used the forward-scattering amplitude (k k '=1) where k =Q/2 and E =co. For spinless He the symmetrized interaction is r,(k, k')=r, -, --= r,(g) .
In the case of He, the interaction is unchanged if we take k' =+Q /2.
In this section we develop two models for Xo (g, co) and the interaction I( g, co) appearing in the RPA expression (13).
A. Model 1: Free particles
In model 1 we assume that the particles are noninteracting except for the explicit interaction I(g, co) in (13). The input is the density n =X/I1 and the interatomic potential u(r) The n t.ells us that the fluid is dense, with an average interatomic spacing not much greater than the core radius of U(r) In Xo w.e take e(1)~e (1)=p which is a difference between the direct (I ) and the exchange (I ) terms. The GFHF is completed by using the GF T matrix for 1. The direct term of I is, for example, I D(12, 34)=u(p, -P3)+& j d5 u(pi -Ps)oi. , (5) &&G~ (6) In Fig. 3 we show the on shell G-FHF e(p, e )=ez 
where I"' is the imaginary part of (37). The integral over pz in (38) is confined to a sphere of diameter~s In Fig. 4 we compare the Lindhard function Xo(Q, co) in 3He evaluated using free-particle energies [e (p) He. Particularly, the amplitude of the oscillations in I ", relative to its magnitude, is significantly smaller in He than in He. Aside from oscillations, I"' is approximately proportional to Q. This is necessary for the cross section and width 8'/g to be broadly independent of Q.
In Fig. 7 we compare the spin-symmetric (I o) and spin-antisymmetric (I 0) scattering amplitudes for He. There we see that both the real and imaginary parts of I~are sma11. Thus, we expect the spin-dependent susceptibility Xi(g, co) to be similar to Xo(g, co), the numerator in (13). At low p, n =(13p /2m ) ', which is very large near p =0. This leads to a large narrow peak in go and in S(g, co).
The shape of S ( Q, co ) shown in Fig. 12 In principle, the full energy dependence of these energies, as set out in (14) and (15) Fig. 15 ). The width of Xo "(Q,to), which uses n& --e(pF -p) and dressed single-particle energies (33) 
In model 2, Po --+0 only satisfies the f-sum rule for atoms of effective mass m * =0.95m and our calculation of X deviates from the f-sum rule accordingly.
The f-sum rule can also be written as the first moment integral of 7":
This second form of the f-sum rule is equivalent to (40) as P generally satisfies the Kramers-Kronig (KK) rela-
which relates the real part of 7 to its imaginary part. If 7 is to be calculated from an RPA expression such as (13), the interaction I (Q, n~) must satisfy some rather restrictive requirements in order for the X(g, co) to satisfy the KK relation (42). First of all I (Q, co) must have the same symmetry as X(g, cu):
Secondly, for all positive co, X" &0 and hence from (13) we need (44) the denominator of the RPA expression goes to 1 and the susceptibilities 7, I satisfy the high-frequency limit X, 1(g,~)~Xo(g, n~) (~~~) .
In model 1, where 70 is simply the noninteracting susceptibility, Xo satisfies the f-sum rule and consequently X, I also satisfies the high-frequency form of the f-sum rule:
plies that both (43) and (44) Fig. 6 ). This is particularly true of the imaginary part I"'(Q, co) which is most important. E"~=catt /2=% Q /4m =th'k /m which coincides with the on-energy-shell value of the free-particle T matrix (29).
In the present calculations we chose P =0 in the Fermi functions n5 and n6 in (38), but not in the energy denominator.
We also retained P&0 in some calculations. Although I depends upon P somewhat, we found S(Q, co) and the widths W(Q)/Q were insensitive to the value of P.
